Dear fellow Pirates,

From the Pirate Party of Croatia we call upon our brothers in arms. Now is the time for action.

As you may know, the European parliamentary elections in Croatia are being held on the 14th of April
this year and the Pirate Party of Croatia has a big chance of getting enough votes to have an MP elected.
Our system in which the two largest parties traditionally get the most votes is slowly losing support from
the people ever since our prime minister ended in prison for corruption. Only 40% of people turn up for
any of our elections, and the latest predictions are that maybe only 25% of voters will turn up for the
EUP elections. The early polls show we can easily get at least 6% of the vote just from our target
audience (i.e. young and awesome people). Unfortunately, the internet, guerilla marketing, and other
free methods may not be enough, so we’re counting on your help to break Croatian voter apathy. The
more votes we get, the more MP’s we'll have in the Parliament so we can join the effort into leading the
Europe the pirate way.

We believe in crowdfunding! Donate however much you won't miss and please recommend us to a
friend or two. If we got €10 from every pirate party member, we would probably have enough to win
elections three times over. A very lucky thing is that our country has fewer then five million people and
the monetary standards in Croatia are pretty low, so it’s not too expensive to run a campaign.
For a price of coffee in a large European city(6-10€) you can help us put up 20 posters, pay for 3
second of radio coverage in prime time or 1 second of prime time on the national TV channel.

Bank details:
Account number: BE53734036621953
IBAN: BE53 3662 1953
BIC: KREDBEBB
Please note the account given is a belgian bank account belonging to our president Masa Utkovic.
Banking fees for donations from abroad to Croatia are extremely high so we are circumventing them
this way.
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Don't have any money? There's more ways if you want to help. Follow us, like us, retweet us. More
internet numbers means more media exposure.
Our Twitter account: http://twitter.com/PiratskaHRV
Our new Twitter hashtag: #ppcro
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/pirati.hr

Want to come and help us run the campaign? We can provide completely free accommodation for a few
couch surfers. In case more of you decide to show up, any of you can get a hostel for just €300 a month.
Contact ivoz@pirati.hr for details.
Have some advice for us? Questions? Complaints? We’re always open to new ideas. Feel free to contact
Ivan Ozvatic at ivoz@pirati.hr. If you need any more information feel free to check out our international
info page on https://pirati.hr/izbori-za-eu-parlament/information-for-our-international-visitors/ which
will be updated on a regular basis.

Thank you for taking your time to read this and help us.

And remember a win for ANY pirate is a win for EVERY pirate!!
Arrr!

Your PP Croatia
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